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Achieve more using Wefatherm REVIT content
Wefatherm has adopted BIM to support the future of construction
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Simply put: BIM is a process for intelligent 
3D models integrated into a single model 
from which you can extract an enormous 
amounts of data. 

A virtual building is created ensuring that every single 
component of your project works. Long before you 
run into problems in the field that you might have 
overlooked in a traditional 2D design environment.

BIM is the future of building construction and will 
change the way architects and builders work.

BIM supports:
 better building design
 better building construction
 better building operation

Wefatherm Revit content packages support this 
change in a leading way by introducing intelligent 
content for a user friendly BIM experience.
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Why use the Wefatherm Revit content packages

Fast design with intelligent content
Wefatherm introduces Revit content packages for BIM with intelligent assistance. The built in 
smart routing allow you to drastically reduce your design time. Creating accurate building 
designs has never been faster.

Accurate design based on real installation practices
The smart files will help you to automatically pick the right products for all your direction 
changes and branches. Change in diameter and reducers are placed automatically without 
the hassle to re-enter your library. The Wefatherm Revit content packages create true ‘as built’ 
designs. 

Full content for a single system
Wefatherm has built their Revit content to include all available products in their range, 
allowing you to virtually build a specialist water supply system. 

Future proof
By entering your contact details with Wefatherm before downloading, we can ensure you 
are kept up to date on any product change and subsequent change in the Revit content 
packages. Our packages are available at Wefatherm only, ensuring a single point of data. 
The content is currently available in Revit versions 2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017. Convenient 
for all users.

Download the Wefatherm Revit Content Packages at:
www.wefatherm.de/en/pageid/solutions-bim


